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_Professor Groth' s New Magazine. ~ 

W I:[ATEVER expectations may have been formed of the new 
Crystallographic Journal announced some months ago by Prof. 

Groth, they have assuredly been realized to the full by the issue of 
the first number. Before presenting to our readers a digest of its 
contents, it  may be well to note a few general rules that have been 
laid down at the outset for the guidance alil~e of contributors and 
readers. These rules are necessitated by the present want of 
uniformity in crystallographic notation. Both Miller's and 
Naumann's symbols are employed, the two) being, in most cases, 
written side by side; but no other system is to be admitted. In  
referring to the crystallographic axes they are always taken in the 
order which Weiss originally introduced ; that is to say, a denotes 
the axis which runs to and from the observer, commonly taken as 
the brachydiagonal in the rhombie and the asymmetric system, and 
the clinodiagonal in the monosymmetric or clinorhombic system; b 
is the axis lalnning r ight  and left, which is generally taken as unity ; 
and e is the vertical axis. In  dealing with the hexagonal system, 
ibr which so many different suggestions have been made, the Editor 
recommends the adoption of Bravais' proposal to use four indices, of 
which h, k, l refer to the three lateral axes, and i to the principal 
axis. In  citing angular measurements, the normals of the angles 
wiU be given. 

Professor u  Rath opens the Number with the first of a new series 
of Mineralogische Mittheilungen, being indeed a continuation of the 
reports which we have been in the habit of looking for in Poggen- 
dorff's Annalen. The present series of communications commences 
with an article on the crystallization of gold, referring especially to 

Zei~schrif~ fiir Krystal]ographie und Mineralo~e, unter Mitwlrkung 
zahlreicher Fachgenossen des ln-uad Auslandes herausgegeben yon P, Groth. 
Leipzig: ~,V. Engclmann, 1877. 
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an interesting specimen from V6riischpatak in Transylvania, already 
described by Hessenberg. This is a beautifully crystallized plate 
of gold ; the tabular crystals, well seen on the edge of the specimen, 
being produced by twinning. The twins consist of a combination of 
cube and octahedron, sometimes with the icositetrahedron 303. The 
twin-plane is parallel to a face of the oetahedron, and the upper and 
lower sides are also octahedral faces. These normal twins suffer 
peculiar distortion, as seen in some of the individual elements from the 
centre of the specimen. The crystals arc greatly extended in a direc- 
tion perpendicular to an edge between the cube and octahedron, or 
parallel to the diagomd of a face of the oetahedron. The rhombic 
dodecahedron also enters into the composition of these elongated 
twins. From the primary rod thus formed, two systems of secondary 
rods shoot out laterally at angles of 60 ~ and these in turn give off 
others. Some curiously distorted twins, like little golden knobs, 
are seated on some of the primary rods. By union of these crystalline 
elements the forms of the VSrilschpatak gold are produced. 

k star-like formation of gold, from Faczebagy, is also described 
and figured. Each ray is a twin of the pyramidal cube ~ 02, round 
a trigonal axis, and elongated in direction of the diagonal of an 
octahedral face. In  explanation of the aeicular and capillary forms 
of gold, some other specimens from Transylvania are described. 
The elements of this type, which appear to defy tbe symmetry of 
the regular system, are generally prisms of rhombie transverse sec- 
tion, and consist of elongated cubes terminated by faces of the 
pyramidal cube ~ 02 ; the prisms being striated by oscillatory com- 
bination of ~ 0 ~ .  o~ 0'2. The twin-plane is, as usual, a face of the 
oetahedron. Among other notable crystals of gold some five-mem- 
bered forms are described. These are 5-sided needles, sharply ter- 
minated with faces of ~ 02, and either with or without lateral rays. 

A carious dendritic specimen of Speiskobalt (Smaltite) from the 
Daniel Mine, near Schneeberg in Saxony, was described by/~aumann 
in 1834. The crystals are twinned according to the law : " Twin- 
axis a normal to a face of 30~." This specimen has recently been 
studied by Yore Rath, who finds that, although by far the greater 
number of the elementary crystals agree with Naumann's description, 
there are a few little crystals which are twinned according to the 
law: "Axis of rotation, a trigonal axis." The crystals are a com- 
bination of :o 0 r 0. ~ 0. 202; and are regularly formed, whilst 

K 
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Naumann's twins are always distorted, and have curved faces. The 
author proposes an explanation of this distortion and curvature. 

Some curious crystals of Rutile, scarcely to be called pseudomorphs 
though having their arrangement evidently determined by the 
crystalline characters of iron-glance, are also described by Vom 
Rath. The crystallonomic relations between rutile and iron-glance 
were first pointed out by Brcithaupt. The crystalline combination 
exhibited by the iron-glance, as indicated by the way in which the 
crystals of futile are grouped, is that of the base OR, with the di- 
hexahedron, ~P2. The rutile shews the fundamental pyramid P, the 
obtuse octahedron P ~ ,  the two prisms ~ P and ~ P ~ ,  with several 
eight-sided pyramids, especially ~ P2. These crystals were found 
in the Binnenthal in Switzerland; and descriptions arc added of 
other crystals of ruffle, curiously disposed in groups of 8. from Hot 
Spring, near ~Iaguet Cove, Arkansas. 

Prof. Vom Rath's paper is followed by one written jointly by 
Herr BrSgger, of Christiania, and Vom Rath. I t  describes some 
large crystals of .Enstatite found in 1874 by Messrs. Bragger and 
Reuseh in the apatite-mine of KjSrrestad, near Bamle in l~orway. 
Some of the crystals exhibit rhombic symmetry, thus corroborating 
Des Cloiseaux's determinations based on optical characters, but it is 
curious that most of them are distorted so as to assume a monoclinic 
habit. The paper has been presented to the English reader in the 
~Mlosolahieal M~ga~ine. 

Dr. Schrauf follows with a paper on "The Crystallographic 
Constants of Lanarkite," in which he shews that this species is 
monoclinie with the angle ~ 9 1 ~  '. The ratio of the axes is 

: b : e~-~-0"868113 : 1 : 1"388634. 
Nine forms have been determined, including some with very high 
indices. The vertical axis does not coincide with the direction of 
greatest growth, so that the needle-like crystals are not to be read 
vertically. The faces which appear to be prismatic belong to a zone 
of domes, and the free end of the crystal corresponds with the pole 
of + u or--Y, not to one of the poles of the Z-axis. 

The fourth paper is by Mr. E. S. Dana "On a regular growth of 
quartz and calcite." The specimens here described were found by 
the writer in 1875 near "Specimen ~fountain" in the Yellowstone 
Park. Bhombohedrons of calcite (m~R) are seated on chalcedony~ 
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and the whole encrusted with quartz. Where the quartz covers the 
chalcedony it is developed irregularly, but where grown on the cal- 
cite the crystals assume a determinate position ; the pyramidal faces 
of the quartz, + It or--R, being parallel to the faces of the under- 
lying rhombohedron of calcite. Although the position of the quartz 
has thus been determined by the calci~, the resulting forms possess 
a high degree of symmetry, approximating very closely to that which 
would be produced by twining parallel to 2P2. The English reader 
will find Mr. Dana's description in the December number of the 
American Journal of Science. 

Passing over the two following papers, which relate to the 
crystalline forms of certain chemical products, we find an article by 
Dr. Knop, of Carlsruhe, "On  the Schorlomite of the KaiserstuM." 
The author describes the method which he employs for the deter- 
ruination of titanic acid. He concludes that the earlier analyses of 
titanfferous silicates in general are not trustworthy, on account of 
the inaccuracy of the analytical methods. The minerals of the 
Kaiserstuhl that were formerly taken for Schorlamite are either 
melanite or pyroxcne, both of which contain titanic acid. Schorl- 
omite does not occur there. As the true Schorlomite from America 
occurs with melanite, and the two minerals are said to assume the 
same crystalline forms, it is possible that there may have been some 
mistake about the separation of the species, and that Sehorlomito 
may be amorphous. 

I n  addition to the eight original papers noticed above, the Number 
contains thirty-two extracts from other Journals, &c., bearing upon 
]~fineralogy and Crystallography. English science comes in for a 
due share of recognition : the papers in the first two numbers of the 
Mineralogical Magazine are duly noticed, and the proceedings of the 
Orystallological Society, which has as yet no Journal of its own, are 
reported. 

The co-operation of eminent mineralogists in almost every part of 
the world will strengthen Prof. Groth's hands, and help to render 
his Journal one of no mean value to all who arc interested in the 
progress of Mineralogy from its crystallographic side. 

F. W. R. 
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Ne~s Jahrbud~ far Mineralogie, Geologic, and Pal~ontoIo#ie. 
Founded by K. C. yon Lconhard and H. G. Bronu ; continued by 
(~. Lconhard and H. B. Geinitz. For the year 1876, parts 1--8, 
8vo. Koch, Stuttgart. 

I~ 0 W t t E R E  is Mineralogy more heartily studied in all its bear- 
ings, from chemical rock-study to crystallography, than among 

our scientific brethren of Germany ; and nowhere are the results of 
their assiduous and enthusiastic work more fully and continuously 
promulgated than in the long-established .N'eues Jahrlmch far 
Mineralogie, ~'c., of which nine numbers are issued every year. 
Not only is a large proportion of space in this valuable periodical 
given to original memoirs on their favourite sciences of Crystallo- 
graphy, Mineralogy, and Petrology, bat the Editors receive and 
publish numerous notes and letters on these subjects; and the 
current bibliographical lists of the contents of scientific works, from 
all parts of the world, arc unusually rich with allusions to memoirs 
on these and cognate subjects; and, what is more, a dozen or twenty 
abstract notices of such books and papers, besides those on Geology 
and Palmontology, are given in every sequent part of the 2Y. Jahr- 
bueh, so that the reader can keep with the stream of progress. 

The following are the memoirs more especially relating to 
Mineralogy in the parts for 1876. now before us. 

On the Etch-figures (crystal-forms after corrosive etching) of 
Lithium-mica, Tourmaline, Topaz, Smithsonite, Adularia, Albite, 
Fluor, and Rocksalt, with two plates, by lt.  Banmhauer, in continu- 
ation of his examination of Potash-mica and Magnesia-mica. 

On the spontaneous and independent activity of crystals, both in 
disturbed conditions of growth and in the native broken and restored 
state; by Dr. F. Scharff. 

On the occurrence of Lightning-tubes (Fulgurites) in the sand- 
flats near Starezynow, not far from Olkusz in Poland, with a 
woodcut; by Ferd. Roemcr. 

On some Eruptive rocks of the Saxon Erzgebirge, namely :--1 
The Syenite of Scharfenstein; 2--The compact Syenite; 3--The 
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compact ~ica-diorite, or Kersantite; 3--The Diabasc-porphyry of 
the Tannebcrg Valley, in the Voigtland; 5--The Mica-porphyrite 
of F15ha ; by Dr. E. Kalkowsky, of Leipsic. 

On a newly discovered vein of Silver-ore in the Troitzk circuit 
of the Orenburg Government; by W. yon Beck. 

On the petrography of the Olivine-rocks, Serpentines, and Eclo- 
gites of the Saxon Granulite district, with a plate; by Dr. E. 
Dathe. 

]~ncralogico-crystallographie Notices (continued from the vol. 
for 1875), with a plate, ; by Prof. A. yon Lasaulx, 7--~el~no- 
phlogite, a new mineral; 8 - -A new pseudomorph of Calcite after 
:Bitterspar ; 9--The Quartz with grooved edges, from Oberstcin and 
Lizzo; 10--Crystals of Red-copper with grooved edges, from Re- 
dl'uth ; l l--A~rinite,  a new mineral ; 12--Pilinitc, a new mineral ; 
13--Supplemental notice of krdcnnite: 

Studies on Mineral Pseudomorphs and Pseudomorphosis (with a 
plate and two woodcuts) ; by F. Eugene (~einitz: 1--Chalcedony 
on Fluor, France ; 2--Chalcedony after Calcite, Schnceberg, Saxony; 
3--Hornstone after Calcite, Schneeberg ; 4 and 5--Quartz aiter 
Fluor, Cornwall, and Rothenberg near Schwarzenberg, Saxony; 
6--Scmiopal and Quartz after Calcite, Leisnig, Saxony; 7--Chalce- 
dony aiter Fluor, Trestyan in Siebenbiirgc ; 8--Quartz after Calcite, 
locality unknown; 9--Gypsum after Rocksalt, Upper Austria; 
Chalcedony after Datoli:e, t~aytor, Devon; l l - -Greenearth and 
Calcite after Augite, Fassatl~al, Tyrol; 12, 13, 14, 15--Limonite 
after Pyrites, GSttingen, Sehindelbcrg, near Osuabriick, &c. ; 16 
and 17--~[alachite and Azuritc after Red-copper ore, Ghessy, near 
Lyons ; 18 and 19---Aragonitc after Gypsum, ~ansfcld, Thiiringia, 
&e. ; 20--Calcite after Gaylussitc, Sangerhausen, Thiiringia ; 21- -  
Tinstone after Orthoclase, St. Agnes ; 22--Parasite ? after Boracite; 
23--Sanidine after Leucite, Upper Wiesenthal, in the Erzgebirgc ; 
24 Steatite after Quartz, Giipfersgriin, near Wunsiedel; 25--  
Steatitc after Bitterspar, GSpfersgriin ; 26---Rocksalt after Carnal- 
lite or Sylvine (according to yon Zepharovich), Wcsteregeln, near 
Stassfurt ; 27 ~Nacrite after Frosopite and ? Topaz, Schalaggenwald, 
Bohemia; 28--Lithomarge ? after Fluor; 29--Nacrite and Fluor 
after Prosopite, Altenberg in the Erzgebirge ; 30--~art i te ,  
1)seudomorph ? of Iron-oxide after Magnetite, Nova Scotia~ &c. 
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Description of a new Microscope for mineralogical and petrological 
research, with a plate and woodcuts ; by It .  Rosenbusch. 

On Turnerite, with a plate ; by Dr. Ch. O. Treehmann. 
On the Nenntmansdorf ~{etcor-iron, in the Dresden ~useum ; by 

Dr. F. E. Geinitz. 
On the occurrence of Serpentine and Olivine-rock in North 5Tor- 

way, with plate ; by Karl Pettersen. 
On the Twin-growth of the Triclinie l%1spars, according to the 

so-called Pericline-law, and the distinctions founded thereupon, 
with a plate and two cuts; by l~rof. 0.  yore l~ath, Bonn, to whom 
this study brings full evidence, that the mathematical laws rule with 
the greatest force in the formation and arrangements of the 
crystals. 

On the temperature in the bore-hole at Sperenberg, and the 
conclusions derived therefrom, by F. ]{enrich, who states that the 
temperature was found to increase steadily with the depth, at the 
rate of about 0.76 R for every 100 feet. 

Chemical researches on the contact-zones and passage rocks of the 
Steige elayslate and the granitic mass of Barr-Andlau, by It .  Unger. 
The results given are: l - -Both  the unaltered and the metamor- 
phosed schists consist of identically the same chemical material; and 
therefore the change is not produced by either the addition or the 
removal of any metamorphosing material, but is due to some other 
still unexplained molecular cause. 2- -The  andalusite-schists con- 
sist of 

Titanite . . . . . . . .  0'7 per cent. 
Magnetite . . . . . . . .  7"2 ~, 
Magnesia-mica . . . . . .  32"4 ,, 
Andalusite . . . . . .  24"7 ,, 
Quartz . . . . . . . .  36"3 ,, 

3--The granitite, which has broken through the clay-slate, is of a 
normal character. 4 - -The  potash-felspar in the granitite is a soda- 
bearing orthoclase. 5--Near-by a lime-soda-felspar occurs. 6 - -  
The contact-conditions of the Steige schists are, for the most part, 
similar to those described by 1Vaumann in the Voigtland, and 
closely allied to those observed by Fikenscher near Lunzenau, and 
by Fuchs in the Pyrennees. 7--Lastly, experiments for producing, 
by re-agents, an artificial alteration of the material of the elayslate, 
show that it can, by these means, be partly brought to a crystalline 
condition. 
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Our reader will also be able to judge of the mineralogical riches 
of the 2Veues Jahrbueh, when they see that the correspondence 
includes such names as Kengott, Giimbel, Dana, ~renzel, Weisbaeh, 
Pattersen, A. you Lasautx, Streng, Zirkcl, Sandberger, G. vom Ruth, 
Eck, Baumhauer, Striiver, Kloos, and many others. Some of these 
letters are of considerable length, and have woodcut sketches, and 
in one instance (veto Kath) a lithographic plate. 

To old workers, of course, the 2~eues Jahrbueh is well known; 
and younger students will find it quite as indispensible as a store- 
house of facts'and philosophy, and as a welcome channel of current 
thought and discovery. 

T. R. J. 

Tm~nr~r~.--From -Prof. C. Doelter's notice to the Imperial 
Geological Institute of Vienna, November 21, 1876.--This mineral 
occurs in the Andesite of Gerecses (Traussylvania). The Andesite 
is compact, hard, and conspicuously schistose ; its eolour is black, 
turning grey by the commencement of structural change; aggre- 
gations of Felspar are very rare in it. The Tridymite fills very f la t  
cavities, more than 1{ centimeter in diameter, and of rather rounded 
outline, between the layers of Andesite. Each hand-specimen shows 
between 10 and 15 such accumulations, in the form of round, brown 
or yellow spots. The Crystals of Tridymite are �89 at most 1�89 
millimeter in length, generally opaque, reddish brown or yellow 
(very few honey-yellow), pellucid, and with smooth, measurable 
planes. Most of them are binary, ternary, or still more complicated, 
fan-shaped combinations. 

Thin slices of the Andesite, not highly magnified, show only 
a confused accumulation of materials, a ~itreous substance prevailing. 
With higher powels, among the few minerals interspersed in it, the 
following have been ascertained :--Plagioclase, as hexagonal and 
lengthened rectangular sections of poly-synthetie crystals; 
Ortheclase, as the Plagioclase, and nearly of equal frequency; 
Amphibole or Pyroxene, ia lamell~e, scarce ; magnetite, in isolated 
larger granules, lJnder a magnifying power of 500--600, the 
amorFhous substance is resolved into short, rectangular~ simple 
cm]stals of Orthoclase, and probably also Plagioclase, interspersed 
with longish thin m~crolites (not determinable'), and roundish, 
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occasionally yellowish microlites (Pyroxene or Amphibole ?), also 
Magnetite, in minute granules or square sections, and a vitreous 
substance. 

The chemical composition of the Gerecscs Andesite is : -  
Silica . . . . . . . . . . . .  64"6 t 
Alumina . . . . . . . . . . . .  15"47 
Proto-peroxide of Iron . . . . . .  11"32 
Lime . . . . . . . . . . . .  4'7.3 
Soda . . . . . . . . . . . .  1"82 
Potash . . . . . . . . . . . .  1" 1'2 

T. R. 3. 

~ALLOYSITE OF STEINBRUCK, STYRIA~ BY J. (~A)IPER.--Imper. 
Geolog. Institute of ~Tenna, December 5th, 1876.--This mineral 
appears in opaque or somewhat bright fragments, frequently with 
thin brown veinules of Allophane, in a kaolin-like substance, filling 
a vein. I t  is honey-yellow, transluscent at the edges, with white 
streak, and, on the whole, bearing an external resemblance to 
Schroetterite. I t  contains traces of organic substances, as it  blackens 
before the blow-pipe, and deposits a coal-like substance when treated 
with boiling sulphuric acid. The 
minerals is. 

chemical analysis for these 

HA~LOYSIT~.. A~OP~A~Z. 
Silica . . . . . . . .  40"7 24"2 
Alumina . . . . . .  38"4 29"1 
Lime . . . . . . . .  0.6 3"1 
Magnesia . . . . . .  1"5 traces 
Oxide of Iron . . . .  traces traces 
Loss by incandescence 18'0 42"9 

Both these minerals heated with hydrochloric acid deposit 
pulverulent # silica. T . R . J .  

TIIE ACTION OF ORGANIC ACIDS o~ MIX~R~S.--(H. O. Borzo~r, 
New York ~Engineering and M~;ning dournal.)--Contrary to pre- 
conceived ideas, based on general notions of the weakness of organic 
acids, many minerals i n  fine powder are decomposed by boiling 
with solutions of citric, tartaric, oxalic, and other organic acids. 
:Not only do all the carbonates examined (fourteen in numbe~) 
dissolve with effervescence in solutions of the above-named acids, 

Qy. gelatinous ? J. H. C. 
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but many sulphides, silicates, and other classes of minerals are more 
or less completely decomposed. In  many cases the accompanying 
phenomena, such as evolution of gases, formation of crystalline, 
precipitates, etc., are characteristic in certain minerals; for example 
all the specimens of bornite examined yield sulphuretted hydrogen 
with tartaric acid (also citric and oxalic), while ehalcopyrite does 
not ; again, pyrrhot i te  yields sulphuretted hydrogen under similar 
circumstances, and pyrite gives no such reaction. Moreover, since 
citric and tartaric acids decompose potassium nitrate, setting nitric 
acid free (?), we have a powerful means of attacking sulphides and 
arsenides which resist the organic acids alone. All the sulphides 
examined (seventeen in number), with two exceptions, molybdenite 
and cinnabar, are quickly decomposed by heating with citric or 
tartaric acid, to which a small quantity of potassium nitrate has 
been added. Even metallic copper, lead, tin, and silver dissolve in 
the above mixture of reagents. Potassium chlorate answers very 
well in place of the nitrate, but the action is slower. Oxalic acid 
fails to decompose the nitrate or the chlorate of potassium. The 
action of these acid~ on the silicates now engages my attention; 
several of them (natrolit6, datolite, wollastonite, calamine, etc.) 
yield readily to the action of citric acid in solution, gelatinizing as 
with mineral acids. 

Aside from the interest which attends those reactions, there is a 
manifest advantage in being able to add tartaric (or citric) acid to 
pocket travelling blowpipe cases; the dry acids are readily transported, 
and can be dissolved when needed for use. I t  was during a miner- 
alogieal tour last summer that the thought suggested itself of trying 
the behaviour of minerals with tartaric acid, as a substitute for the 
mineral acids whose carriage is impracticable. 

For microscopic work also the use of these non-volatile acids may 
be recommended, thus avoiding possible injury to the metallic 
mountings. 

Besides the three organic acids named, I have examined the 
action of carbonates, at least of malie, formic, and acetic acids, for 
the sake of comparison; acetic acid gives the least satisfactory 
results. 

So far as I can ascertain, this field has not hitherto been explored. 
I have ransacked chemical literature for similar studies in vain, and 
Professor :Edward •. Chapman, of Toronto, who is high authority in 
determinative mineralogy, writes me that while Organic acids have 
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long been used in chemical analysis, their direct application to the 
examination of minerals is, to the best of his knowledge, entirely 
novel. 

L H . C .  

COHTRIBUTIOHS TO TItE ]~NOWLEDOE OF THE PRIMITIVE I~OCKS OF THE 
~TORTIt-EASTERI~ PART 0FTKE B~s F0aEST.; Br 0&RL ~IEBEHSTREIT, 
WfiRZBURO, 1877 (Beitrdge zur ~'enntni88 der ~rrgesteine des nordOst- 
lichen 8ehwarzwaldes.)--This essay contains some useful analyses of 
rocks and their component minerals. The author has taken great 
pains to ascertain the exact composition of certain varieties of gneiss, 
actinolite rock, and granite. 

The gneiss from Schapbach is remarkable for containing an ortho- 
elastic felspar with only 2'92 per cent. of potash, whilst there are 
9"22 per cent. of soda, and 0"81 of baryta. 

O. L. N. F. 

ZIRCOI~.--0H THE OOLOUR OF THE ZIRCOH; BY G. SPEZIA, .~t~i 
ddla Reale Aaa~demia della Seienze di Tarino, Irol. xii, 1876.--The 
property possessed by the Zircon of losing its colour on being 
heated, has been attributed by Rivot to the presence of organic 
matter, which is destroyed at a high temperature. Chandler, on the 
other hand, supposes that changes of colour are caused by the differ- 
ent degrees of heat to which the mineral has been exposed. Signor 
Spezia, however, after numerous experiments, has arrived at a 
different explanation, and he considers that the alteration is due to 
a difference in the state of oxidation of a colouring metallic oxide. 

Amongst other experiments he exposed a zircon to the reducing 
flame before the blowpipe, and it lost its colour ; it regained it when 
subjected to the oxidizing flame, or when heated in a current of 
oxygen gas. Chemical analyses show that the zircon contains a 
a little ferric oxide, and the reduction of this to the state of ferrous 
oxide probably causes the loss of colour ; if rich in iron, the zircons 
do not become quite eolourless, but assume a greenish tint. 

C. L. 1~. F. 

LUn~AmT~ (F. FrEnl); Phil. May., Jan. and Feb. 1877.)~This 
is a new hydrated basic ferrous phosphate, which has been ibund in 
Cornwall associated with quartz, chalybite, pyrites, mispiekel, 
u galena, blende, andfluor. I ts  H is 3 - -4 ;  G 3"12; colour 
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clear green, from pale to dark; transparent; brilliant vitreous lustre. 
BB on charcoal it tinges the flame slightly green, and yields a semi- 
fused blackish magnetic residue. In closed tube, gives water on 
heating---decrepitates violently, and breaks up into brilliant crystall- 
ine plates, which arc intense bluish-green by transmitted light. 
Soluble in dilute HC1 and H~ SO 4, is oxidised and dissolved by 
HN03, perfectly insoluble in glacial acetic acid. Its formula is 
given as 7FeO, 2P20~, 9H~O the mean. of vurlous ana!yses being as 
follows : - -  

FeO ~52"76 per cent. 
P205 ---30'11 ,, 

H,.,0 ~16"98 ,, 

99"85 
The mineral is oblique; full details of the crystalline form as 

determined by Mr. Maskelyne arc given, from which we copy the 
figures of crystals and the stereographic projection given in plate V. 

According to Mr. Maskelyne the elements of the crystals are as 
follows,-- 

10 [ '100~42 ~ 244f 
111-010--36~ ' 
101"001=37 ~ 2~' 

consequently the ratios of the axes are : - -  
a : b: e : - - I  : 0"4389:0"8932 

and the inclination of the elinodiagonal on the principal axis is 
79 ~ 27'. 

There is a very easy and perfect cleavage parallel to the faces 
001 (cJ, and a much less easy one parallel to the faces of the form 
100 (a). The following faces are also represented in figures 1 to 6, 
plate u  viz. :-- 

~ 1 1 1 ,  q'----lli, m - - l l 0 ,  
d~101,  k ~ 2 0 1 ,  t~201,  
l~011,  2 ~ 1 1 2  

The following angles between normals to the various faces are 
selected from Mr. Maskelyne's account of the crystals : m  

001 i l l = e g ~ -  68 ~ 54' 
00~ i l l = o ' q ~  
111 l l l -~f f ' -~-  63 24 
lO0 O01----a c~--- 79 27 
100 111----a f - -107 48 
100 l l O = a m ~ -  65 55~ J. H. O. 
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PIL~TE (A. vo~ L,sAVLX, ft. Jahrbuch fi  Min., 1876, 353~368)  
occurs in cavities with calcite in *,he granite of Stricgau as a felt- 
like aggregation of extremely fine colin'less flexible needles, having 
the appearance of elongated rhombic prisms with perfect transverse 
cleavage. Fusible very easily, and with intumescence to a clear 
glass in a Bunsen flame. ]~n matrass, gives off water. Sp. gr. at 
15 ~ G--2 263. Composition as below : - -  

SiO ~ = 55.70 
A120~ 
Fe~O:~ } 18"64 
CaO 19"51 
Li20 1"18 
~IgO } 
Na.,O traces 
X.,O 
]:[,,O 4"97 

100'00 J. tL C. 

Roseo~I~E (F. G~,VrH, Ch, e~n. News xxxiv, 78-80), occurs in 
California in dark clove-brown to greenish-brown scales, sometimes 
in stcllate groups having a pearly lustre. Sp. g r=2 '938 .  BB is 
fusible to a black glass; with micro, gives a dark-yellow bead in 
OF; and an emerald green bead in RF, and leaves a skeleton of 
silica. Is only slightly acted upon by acids at ordinary pressure, 
but if heated in a sealed tube with dilute sulphuric acid to { 800 C, 
it yields a deep bluish-green solution, leaving white pearly scales of 
silica. 

The composition is given as follows : - -  
SiO~ . . . . . .  47"69 
A12Os . . . .  14"10 
FeO . . . .  1 "67 
MgO . . . .  2"00 
CaO . . . .  trace 
Na20 (trace LieO ) 0"19 
K~O . . . . . .  7"59 
u . . . .  22"02 
Loss on ignition 4'96 
Insol., Gold, &e. [0"85] 

100'22 
J. H. O. 
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PSITTACI~r~E (F. O ~ ,  Chem. News, xxxiv, 78-80), occurs at 
~everal mines in the Silver Star district, Montana, in very thin mam- 
millary, botryoidal, or pulverulent coatings of a siskin-green to 
olive-green color. BB fuses readily to a black shining mass, and 
gives with fluxes reactions for vanadium lead and copper. Soluble 
in dilute nitric acid, yielding on evaporation a red mas~. 

The following analyses shew its composition : - -  
a. b. c. d .  e. 

PbO 41"36 50"17 42"89 27"12 42'38 
CaO 14"34 I6"66 14"72 9"75 15'03 
V~05 14"64 19"05 15"87 9"96 15"77 
It20 7-42 notdet, notdet, notdet. 7"25 

_A_LO~ 1 "29 3.83 [ \ 
Fe;03 2"72 7 " 6 O  2"19 ~ 4'84 4"00 
MgO not det. 0"65 | 
OaO not def. 0"15 J 

3. H:  O. 

�9 M~.~xoP~A~.--This mineral is said by E. B~.RT~D {ComTt. 
rend., lxxxiii, 71) to belong to the rhombie system and not the 
tetragonal or hexagonal as hitherto stated. 

3. H. C. 

LIgVRZTE (3. E~ERSO~ R ~ o ~ n s ,  Phil. Mag., ATril, 1877).--A 
fine crystal from Elba, recently analysed by Mr. Win. Early, 
yielded the following results : - -  

SiO~ 29"93 per cent. 
FeO 31"83 ,, 
F%03 20"16 ,, 
MnO 3"02 ,, 
CaO 13"71 ,, 
MgO "30 ,, 
AI~O~ "36 ,, 
K20 "20 ,, 
Na~O "29 ,, 
] ~ 0  "42 ,, 

10C'22 
The formula may therefore be given as 1~.,03, 6R0, 4SIO2 where 

6 R 0 = 4  (lee, Mn) 0 + 2 CaO nearly, neglectiug the small amount of 
alkalies, and regarding the water as accidental. 

J. H. O. 
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FRAN~UANDrrE (J. E,~miso~ R E ~ o ~ s ,  Phil. Mag,, April, 1 8 7 7 ) . -  
This new mineral, from Peru, consists of a felted mass of long thin 
interlaced fibres, which are white and silky. H not greater than 
1 ; G~1"65. Easily fused, first losing much water. Taste slightly 
saline, then somewhat alkaline, slightly soluble in water, easily and 
almost completely dissolved by dilute ItC1 or HN03. The formula 
assigned is 2Na~O, 2CaO, 6B~08, 15H.~O, the analysis being as 
follows : - -  

E X P E R I M E N T .  THEORY. 
f--,. A 

1 2 3 
B~Os = 43'76 41"8l - -  43'61 
CaO 12"10 - -  11"94 11"63 
N%0 12"37 - -  - -  12'87 
H~O 27"92 - -  27"66 28"04 

(Na•) 01 I = 2:41 3"85 
CaS04 + 
2aq = 1"44 

100'00 
The mineral is therefore near to Ulexite 

96"15 

J. H. C. 

Ps~Arrxrs, rao~ A~xa~sas (Am~r. Jour. of So., AL~Rr H. 
C"EST~.R). This is shewn to be identical with the variseite of 
Breithaupt, and very near to the c~llais (aallainite) of Damone. 

~. H. C. 

HEUrACHIT~. (N. Jahr. f .  Min.) is a natural hydrated oxide of 
cobalt and nickel discovered by Prof. F. Sandberger, at St. Auton. 

C. L. N. F. 

OaxrrrrrE (from the ImTer. aeolog. Instit., Vienna, Meeting of 
Feb. 20, 1877.)--Mr. J. Szombathy, by microscopical investigation, 
has recognized in a specimen of Siberian graphite many traces of 
cellular structure analagous to that of living plants. He infers 
from this a high probability that graphite had its origin in a 
vegetable substance. 

T. R. J. 


